Hebbian learning and predictive mirror neurons for actions, sensations and emotions
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Spike-timing-dependent plasticity is considered the neurophysiological basis of Hebbian learning and has been shown to be sensitive to both contingency and contiguity between pre- and postsynaptic activity. Here, we will examine how applying this Hebbian learning rule to a system of interconnected neurons in the presence of direct or indirect re-afference (e.g. seeing/hearing one’s own actions) predicts the emergence of mirror neurons with predictive properties. In this framework, we analyse how mirror neurons become a dynamic system that performs active inferences about the actions of others and allows joint actions despite sensorimotor delays. We explore how this system performs a projection of the self onto others, with egocentric biases to contribute to mind-reading. Finally, we argue that Hebbian learning predicts mirror-like neurons for sensations and emotions and review evidence for the presence of such vicarious activations outside the motor system.

1. Introduction

The discovery of mirror neurons provides neuroscientific evidence for what we call vicarious activations: the neural substrates of our own actions are vicariously activated while witnessing the actions of others through vision [1–4] or sound [3,4]. Twenty years after their discovery, the function of mirror neurons is still heatedly debated [5–9]. Here, we do not address the question of their function, but rather explore how they could develop. Monkeys have mirror neurons that respond to the sound and vision of crumpling a plastic bag [3,4] and human premotor cortices respond to sounds like the hiss of opening a Coca-Cola can [10]. Such selectivity is unlikely to be genetically preprogrammed. Here, we explore a mechanistic perspective of how such mirror neurons could emerge during development. We define what modern neuroscience understands by Hebbian learning based on spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP). We explore how this refined understanding of Hebbian learning helps us understand how mirror neurons emerge and suggests how mirror neurons become a form of active predictive mind reading. Finally, we argue that vicarious activations also occur in somatosensory and emotional cortices and that the same Hebbian learning rules could explain the emergence of mirror-like neurons in these brain regions.

2. What is meant by Hebbian learning

(a) Historically

The term Hebbian learning derives from the work of Donald Hebb [11], who proposed a neurophysiological account of learning and memory based on a simple principle: ‘When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell B and repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic change takes place in one or both cells such that A’s efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is increased’ (p. 62). A careful reading of Hebb’s principle reveals his understanding of the importance of causality and consistency. He writes not
that two neurons need to fire together to increase the efficiency of their connection but that one neuron needs to repeatedly (consistency) take part in firing (causality) the other. Carla Shatz (but not Hebb himself) has paraphrased his principle in a rhyme: ‘what fires together, wires together’ [12, p. 64]. While mnemonic, this summary bares the risk of obscuring the importance of causation in Hebb’s actual work: if two neurons literally fire together, i.e. at the same time, the firing of one cannot cause that of the other. Temporal precedence, rather than simultaneous, is the signature of causality [13] and would indicate that ‘one took part in firing the other’. This paraphrase should thus be read with a pinch of salt.

(b) Neurophysiological understanding

In the 1990s, neurophysiologists laid the foundation for our modern, neurophysiological understanding of Hebbian learning based on STDP [14–16]. Experiments in which two connected neurons were stimulated with various stimulus onset asynchronies evidenced an asymmetric window of STDP (figure 1). When an excitatory synapse connects onto an excitatory neuron, if the presynaptic neuron is stimulated 40 ms or less prior to the postsynaptic neuron, the synapse is potentiated. By contrast, if the presynaptic neuron is stimulated just after the postsynaptic neuron the synapse is depressed. If the two neurons simply fire together, the inevitable temporal jitter would make the presynaptic neuron sometimes fire just before and sometimes just after the postsynaptic neuron, and potentiation and depression would annul each other over time, leading to no substantial net STDP. As Hebb had predicted, causality is thus the key to synaptic plasticity.

Other experiments have refined our understanding of the consistency required for synaptic plasticity to take place. Bauer et al. [17] used a standard STDP protocol, with the presynaptic neuron stimulated 5–10 ms prior to the postsynaptic neuron. Applying 10 of these paired stimulations, they found strong potentiation of the synapse (figure 2a). Repeating the protocol, but intermixing unpaired stimulations in which only the postsynaptic neuron was stimulated cancelled the potentiation despite having applied the exact same 10 paired trials (figure 2b). This indicates that contingency is critical for STDP: in figure 2a, the presynaptic activity predicts the postsynaptic activity ($p(\text{post|pre}) = 1$, $p(\text{post|no pre}) = 0$), in figure 2b the presynaptic firing is not informative ($p(\text{post|pre}) = p(\text{post|no pre}) = 0.5$). This fleshes out what Hebb intuitively described as ‘repeatedly and persistently takes part’ and echoes the laws of associative learning [18]. Bauer et al. [17] then shifted the 10 unpaired stimulations to after the 10 paired ones and still found no potentiation (figure 2c). Delivering the 10 unpaired events 15 or 50 min after the paired events, however, no longer cancelled the STDP (figure 2d). Hence, the unpaired stimulations were integrated with the paired stimulations if they occurred in the 7 min window it took to apply 10 paired and 10 unpaired trials, but not if they occurred much later.

To the lateral nucleus of the amygdala however remains to be investigated.

In the light of these findings, ‘Hebbian learning’ in contemporary neurophysiology refers to the rapidly expanding understanding of STDP [15,16] inspired by Hebb’s work and emphasizes the sensitivity of STDP for tight temporal precedence (causality) and contingency over minutes. The perseverance of the term ‘Hebbian learning’ to refer to STDP honours the memory of a man who predicted how much of learning could be explained by such spike-timing-dependent plasticity. Here, we adhere to this use of Hebbian learning. The computational sciences use a similarly refined understanding of Hebbian learning, which also depends on contingency (http://lcn.epfl.ch/~gerstner/SPNM/node70.html).

(c) Alternative definitions

By contrast, in the psychological literature, some authors still equate Hebbian learning to the mnemonic approximation ‘what fires together wires together’. We explore in particular this alternative definition used by Cooper et al. [19], as an example, because that paper tries to argue against Hebbian learning in the mirror neuron system and understanding the origin of the misunderstanding is important. They write: ‘Hebb famously said that “Cells that fire together, wire together” and, more formally, “any two cells or systems of cells that are repeatedly active at the same time will tend to become “associated,” so that activity in one facilitates activity in the other”. Thus, Keysers and Perrett’s Hebbian perspective implies that contiguity is sufficient for MNS development; that it does not also depend on contingency.

We think there are a number of misunderstandings in this statement. First, Hebb himself never wrote ‘Cells that fire together, wire together’. This mnemonic phrase was first introduced by Carla Shatz [12] in an article for the Scientific American aimed at lay public. Second, what is quoted as Hebb’s formal postulate ‘any two cells ...’, is not. Hebb used this sentence to summarize old ideas: he wrote ‘The general idea is an old one, that any two cells ...’ [p. 70]. Both the mnemonic phrase misattributed to Hebb and Hebb’s summary of old ideas occlude the causal element of Hebb’s true postulate ‘When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell B and repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic change takes place in one or both cells such that A’s efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is increased’ ([11], p. 62). As a result of these misunderstandings, Cooper et al.’s notion of Hebbian learning diverges from ours: theirs boils down to contiguity, while ours includes temporal
precedence, causality and contingency. Hebb himself might be the only one to exactly know whether he would have preferred our definition to that of Cooper et al., but it is important to understand this divergence of definition to prevent doing what we believe Cooper et al. have done: use their own, contiguity-based definition, and apply it to our theory of the emergence of mirror neurons that is based on a different notion of Hebbian learning. Doing that, leads to a misunderstanding of our theory, and in this case to claims against our theory that are unwarranted.

3. Hebbian learning and mirror neurons: a macro-temporal perspective

Mirror neurons exist at least in the monkey’s ventral premotor (PM; area F5, [2–4,20]) and inferior posterior parietal (area PF/PFG, [21]) cortex. Neurons in these two regions are reciprocally connected [22]: PF/PFG sends information to PM and PM back to PF/PFG. Neurons in area PF/PFG are also reciprocally connected with those in the superior temporal sulcus (STS [22,23]), a region known to respond to the sight of body movements, faces and the sound of actions [24]. Other brain regions contain mirror neurons as well [25–27] but to illustrate how the Hebbian learning account of the emergence of mirror neurons could in principle explain the emergence of mirror neurons a simple system encompassing only two brain regions, STS and PM, together with reciprocal connections from STS to PM and from PM to STS suffices. In this section, we will adopt a relatively coarse temporal resolution of about 1 s for the first approximation of the Hebbian account of how mirror neurons could arise. At this level of description, Hebbian learning makes predictions at the neural level that are similar to those that associative sequence learning—a cognitive model initially developed to describe the emergence of imitation [28]—makes at the functional level. The original papers explaining Hebbian learning at this temporal resolution are those of Keysers & Perrett and Del Giudice et al. [24,29], those describing associative sequence learning include Heyes, Brass & Heyes and Cook et al. [28,30,31]. In §4, we then look at a finer timescale to reveal how mirror neurons could organize into a dynamic system that generates active inferences.

(a) Re-afference as a training signal

In the newborn human and monkey babies, we know little about the selectivity of the relevant STS and PM neurons and their connections. Accordingly, we will assume relatively random bidirectional connections between neurons in the STS that respond to the vision and sound of different actions and neurons in PM that code for the execution of similar actions. These connections go via the posterior parietal lobe (in particular PF/PFG), but for simplicity’s sake, we do not explicitly mention this mediating step.

When an individual performs a new hand action, he sees and hears himself perform this action. This sensory input resulting from one’s own action is called ‘re-afference’. The universal tendency of typically developing babies to stare at their own hands ensures that such re-afference will occur often when baby performs new movements [32]. As a result, activity in PM neurons triggering a specific action, and activity in neurons responding to the sound and vision of this specific action in the STS would, to the first approximation (but see §4), consistently and repeatedly overlap in time. For instance, a grasping neuron in STS will have firing that will consistently overlap in time with the activity of PM grasping neurons while the individual observes himself grasp. Throwing STS neurons, on the other hand, will have firing that consistently overlaps in time with that of throwing PM neurons while the individual observes himself throw. By contrast, the firing of STS grasping neurons will not systematically overlap in time with that of PM throwing neurons and vice versa. Accordingly, re-afference will create a situation in which the firing of STS and PM neurons for the same action will overlap more systematically than those for two different actions. There is a rough contiguity (firing at about the same time) and contingency (e.g. p(sight of grasping/grasping execution) > p(sight of throwing/grasping execution)). At this macroscopic timescale, the synapses connecting STS and PM representations of the same action should be potentiated based on the understanding of Hebbian learning outlined above, while those that represent different actions should be weakened.

(b) Re-afference should favour matching connections

We hypothesize that after repeated re-afference and the Hebbian learning that it will cause the prevalent STS-PM connections should be matching (i.e. connect representations of similar actions). This is based on the largely untested assumption that over a person’s life the statistical relationship between a person’s actions and the sensory input are such that the criteria of Hebbian learning should primarily create matching synaptic connections. For the case of direct auditory or visual re-afference, this is trivial, as the sound and vision of our own actions always match our actions.
Some actions are, however, perceptually opaque. A classic example is the case of facial expressions. One might argue that we are actually born with mirror neurons for facial expressions, based on evidence that newborn babies are more likely to produce certain facial expressions when they see others do so, before learning can have created that phenomenon [33]. The exact extent to which newborns can imitate facial expressions is a matter of debate. There is robust evidence that at least tongue protrusion is imitated by newborns [34,35], but there is less evidence that any other facial expressions are robustly imitated [31,36,37]. We [6,24,29] and others [31] have argued that indirect re-afference might thus provide the kind of contiguous and contingent signals necessary to train matching connections between STS neurons responding to the sight of facial expressions and the motor programmes for performing them. Parents imitate the facial expressions of their babies, and babies experience numerous instances of imitation in their face-to-face interactions with their parents [37]. A baby would thus often experience the indirect re-afference of seeing/hearing his facial expressions being imitated, causing matching Hebbian associations. In this sense, we propose that our genetic make-up might facilitate the development of mirror neurons for facial expressions, but not (or at least not generally) by pre-wiring the STS-PM connections to have newborns equipped with mature mirror-neurons for facial expressions, but by equipping babies with a tendency to stare at the face of their parents, and parents with a tendency to imitate their babies facial expressions [29]. Ultimately, the development of mirror neurons for facial expressions then depends on learning during the lifetime, but this would be canalized by these behavioural predispositions. The effect of being imitated on Hebbian learning would probably be less rapid than direct re-afference, given that people’s imitation of our facial expressions will be more variable in time and visual properties. In our modern world, physical mirrors could also contribute to creating re-afference in the case of facial expressions, and this re-afference would be particularly suitable for Hebbian learning, but it is unclear how much of a role these physical mirrors play in typical development.

Re-afference need however not be visual. Because babies hear themselves cry and laugh, auditory mirror neurons for these emotional sounds could emerge robustly even when deprived of visual parental imitation. During babbling, baby also creates contingencies in the firing of premotor neurons triggering the pseudo-speech and neurons in the temporal lobe responding to such speech. Once the synaptic connections have been trained by its own babbling, hearing a parent speak could trigger the motor programmes to replicate the words [6]. This process would be assisted by the fact that parents change the tone of their own speech to be more similar to that of the baby (motherese [38]). Here, the cross-cultural tendency of parents to motherese and the tendency of babies to babble would canalize the emergence of appropriate articulatory mirror neurons.

By contrast, many other stimuli that do not match our motor programmes occasionally occur while we perform an action (imagine a baby grasping at a daycare full of other babies crawling around and throwing things), but these sensory inputs will not have the same contingency or tight temporal precedence to the activation of specific motor programmes, and should hence average out like noise. Certain special cases, however, could create close temporal precedence and non-matching contingencies. For instance, each time a person gives something to baby, the sight of the placing hand will just precede the execution of grasping and could lead to some degree of association between STS neurons for placing and PM neurons for grasping. Indeed, so-called ‘logically related mirror neurons’ seem to exist [2], and laboratory experiments suggest that repeatedly experiencing non-matching contingencies can temporarily link motor programmes to non-matching action observations (see section 4 of [39] for a review). Additionally, an object that can be grasped in a particular way will always be systematically present when baby grasps that object in that way, predicting Hebbian connections between shape neurons in the visual system and PM neurons that code the affordances of this object. Indeed, such connections seem to exist and can be observed in so-called canonical neurons [40].

Unfortunately, there is very little work that empirically tests our assumption that the statistical relationships (contingency and occurrence within the temporal window of Hebbian learning) between what we do and what we sense (hear and see) on average is such that matching relationships in the mirror neuron system would prevail. A small number of studies have analysed movies of babies and their parents and found that parents often imitate the vocalizations and facial expressions of their babies, and babies are known to spend much of their time looking at their own hands and the facial expressions (which are often imitative) of their carers (see [32] and section 5 of [37] for a review). A powerful way to test our hypothesis would be to record the sensory input to the baby, and the baby’s own actions over substantial amounts of time to examine the statistical relationship between motor output and auditory-visual input. Currently, what makes such a project unlikely is the manual labour required to analyse days of such recordings. However, with head-mounted devices (e.g. Google glasses) and three-dimensional motion tracking (e.g. Microsoft’s Kinect) becoming mainstream, we might soon be able to systematically quantify the sensorimotor contingencies experienced by real babies. Until then, the rest of our argument is based on the mere assumption that sensorimotor contingencies would favour a significant proportion of matching Hebbian connections between STS and PM.

(c) From re-afference to mirror properties

If such matching connections have been trained and the individual hears someone perform a similar action, the sound of the action, by resemblance to the re-afferent sounds that were associated with the listener’s past actions, would activate STS neurons, which would trigger, through the potentiated synapses, PM neurons triggering the execution of actions generating similar sounds. The PM neurons would become mirror neurons. The activity of the PM neurons while listening to the actions of others would essentially be a recollection of past procedural memories of what motor state occurred together with these sensory events, but a recollection that is activated through an external social stimulus. This places mirror neurons in a wider family of reactivation phenomena, also including memory and imagination.

The case of vision is more complex: one’s own actions are seen from an egocentric perspective, those of others from a different, allocentric perspective. So how would the sight of the actions of others trigger STS neurons responding to the sight of our own actions? First, some STS neurons respond to the sight of an action seen from a number of different perspectives [24]. How these neurons acquire this property is not entirely clear, but in monkeys such viewpoint invariance can
emerge after experiencing different perspectives of the same three-dimensional object [41]. Accordingly, it might be the opportunity to see the actions of others from a number of perspectives that endows STS neurons with the capacity to respond to the sight of actions across perspectives, and thus agents. Second, neurons might represent certain viewpoint invariant properties of an action (e.g. rhythmicity, temporal frequency, etc.), that can be matched to actions with similar properties [42], without needing to rotate the action in the mind’s eye. Third, instances of imitation or physical mirrors would allow humans to experience the kind of contingencies that would favour Hebbian learning also between the third-person perspective of seeing the actions of others and performing their own actions. Finally, for actions that have a characteristic sound, individuals might first experience the contingencies between seeing and hearing other people perform these actions (e.g. hearing speech while seeing lip movements). This could lead to multimodal neurons in the STS [43]. The sight of the action could then trigger matching motor actions because it triggers activity in the same audio-visual speech neurons that have been linked to the viewer’s motor programme during auditory re-afference. Which (combination) of these phenomena account for the emergence of visuo-motor mirror neurons that can cope with the difference in perspective remains for experiments to investigate.

(d) Alternative accounts

The mainstream of papers on the mirror-neuron system do not directly address the question of how mirror neurons emerge during development but suggest that these neurons could serve social cognition, and thereby promote survival [2,6,9,25,44–47]. Some (e.g. Cecilia Heyes) have read such functional claims as indicating that ‘The standard view of MNs, which we will call the “genetic account”, alloys a claim about the origin of MNs with a claim about their function. It suggests that the mirrorness of MNs is due primarily to heritable genetic factors, and that the genetic predisposition to develop MNs evolved because MNs facilitate action understanding’ [31]. We believe that this is an inaccurate reading of the neuroscientific work on mirror neurons: for a neuroscientist, stating that mirror neurons could contribute to social cognition and thus endow animals with fitness advantages does not automatically translate into suggesting that humans and monkeys are hard-wired to have mirror neurons and that learning must only serve social cognition, and thereby promote survival 

The main difference between the models is probably the level of description they most directly target. Our Hebbian learning model is a neuroscientific bottom-up approach, which starts with the small building blocks of the system—the spike-time-dependent plasticity that occurs at the synapses and the anatomical details of the connections (see also §4)—and examines whether mirror neurons would emerge bottom-up from the interaction of these building blocks. Associative sequence learning is not a neural but a computational model and emphasizes the system-level variables that behavioural experiments have shown to be critical for associative learning, but does not address how the learning is implemented in the biology of synapses [28,31]. Casile et al. [34] alert us to the possibility that mirror neurons for different actions might emerge in different ways: genetic pre-wiring might be more important for facial expressions, while Hebbian learning might be more important for hand actions [34]. The epigenetic model adds that experience could act not only by triggering Hebbian learning, but also by epigenetically modifying what part of the genes can be expressed [49]. Computational models emphasize the overall architecture of the system in terms of information content but often use error back-propagation algorithms with no specific hypotheses about the biological implementation of these learning rules [51]. Finally, Kilner et al.’s predictive coding account [50] describes mirror neurons at the systems level using Bayesian statistics. How these statistics are computed in the biology of the synapses is not in the scope of Kilner et al.’s theory.

We therefore feel that there is basic consensus on the importance of learning in mirror neuron ontogenesis. Depicting the field as made of two camps, with one supposedly claiming that it is all genetics and the other generating experiments to disprove the genetic hypothesis seems a distortion. Instead, existing theories seem not so much competing alternatives, but parallel attempts to explore how experience can forge a very complex phenomenon starting from different levels of focus, with some focusing on the lowest, synaptic level, others on the interaction between brain regions and others still at the level of associations of cognitive entities. Over the next decades, the major challenge will be to unify these somewhat ‘local’ attempts into a unified model that accounts for all levels. In the meantime, it seems of little use to debate which approach is the best. Letting the different models develop further will shed light onto the levels each model explores most directly. It is in this spirit that we now switch to explore a finer temporal dimension of Hebbian learning to show how synaptic bottom-up predictions dove-tail with more top-down predictions made by Kilner et al. [50].

4. The micro-temporal Hebbian perspective and predictions

A key feature of our modern understanding of Hebbian learning is its exquisite sensitivity to the fine temporal relations of pre- and postsynaptic activity. Here we therefore examine
the core idea of our Hebbian learning account—direct or indirect re-afference—at this millisecond time-scale, expanding the brief account presented in Keysers and Keysers et al. [6,52].

(a) Predictive forward connections

If you think of reaching for a cookie, grasping it, and then bringing it to the mouth, in the outside world, the timing of each subcomponent of the action and their sensory consequences coincide exactly in time (figure 3a). However, it takes approximately 100 ms for premotor activity to trigger complex overt actions like reaching and grasping [53]. It then takes another 100 ms for the sound/vision of that action to trigger activity in the STS [54]. This will therefore shift the spiking of the STS neurons representing the vision and sound of an action by approximately 200 ms relative to that of the PM neurons that triggered the action (figure 3b). Hence, the macro-temporal notion that activity in the STS neurons for an action overlaps in time with that of the PM neurons that trigger the action is actually an oversimplification. This has consequences for Hebbian learning, because STS responses to the sight of reaching no longer occur just before activity in PM neurons for reaching, as the 40 ms window of spike-time-dependent plasticity (figure 1) would require. Instead, the firing of neurons in STS responding to a particular phase of the action (e.g. reaching) precedes PM neural activity triggering the next phase (e.g. grasping), and Hebbian learning should primarily reinforce the connections between STS reaching and PM grasping neurons. The dominant learning result should thus be a connection with predictive properties. Some Hebbian learning might still occur within a given action phase, because early spikes of the STS reaching neurons occur just before late spikes of the PM reaching neurons.

How much would this system predict? If we have a temporal delay of approximately 200 ms between PM neuron activity and the firing of STS neurons that represent the re-afference, the sight of an action component occurring in the outside world at time $t$ would trigger activity (through the synapses that were shaped by Hebbian learning) in PM neurons that represent the action component that normally occurs in the outside world at $t + 200$ ms. The motor and sensory delays therefore directly determine the predictive horizon of the sensorimotor connectivity. Hence, Hebbian learning would train a predictive system simply owing to the temporal asymmetry of STDP (figure 1) and the known latencies in the sensory and motor system (figure 3b).

In the real world, action components can organize in many different action sequences like letters in words, and these predictive STS→PM connections would be likely to reflect the transition probability distribution of our actions: if during our past motor history, action A was never followed by action $x_1$ ($p(x_1|A) = 0$), sometimes by $x_2$ ($p(x_2|A) = 0.2$), and often by $x_3$ ($p(x_3|A) = 0.8$), Hebbian learning would expect an STS neuron responding to A to have a quasi-zero connection weight with PM neurons triggering $x_1$, a 0.2 weight with those triggering $x_2$ and a 0.8 weight with those triggering $x_3$. Hence, the PM neurons for these three actions should have activity states of 0, 0.2 and 0.8 following the representation of action A in STS. The activity pattern in PM is then a probability distribution of upcoming actions that reflect the past motor contingencies of the observer and could act as a prior (in the Bayesian sense) for the action that is likely to be seen next.

(b) Inhibitory backward connections and prediction errors

An often-ignored element of the anatomy of the mirror neuron system is the presence of backward connections from PM to STS, which seem to have a net inhibitory influence [55,56]. From a Hebbian point of view, for these connections the situation is a little different, as the PM neurons indeed fire prior to the STS neurons, as Hebbian learning requires, albeit 200 ms instead of the 40 ms prior that are optimal for Hebbian learning. Hence, for these inhibitory feedback connections, inhibitory projections from PM neurons encoding a particular phase of the action should be strengthened with STS representations of the same action and that occurring just before (figure 3c).

Once we consider both the forward and backwards information flow, the mirror neuron system no longer seems a simple associative system in which the sight of a given action triggers the motor representation of that action. Instead, it becomes a dynamic system (figure 3d). The sight and sound of an action triggers activity in STS neurons. This leads to a pattern of predictive activation of PM neurons encoding the action that occurs 200 ms after what the STS neurons represent, with their respective activation levels representing the
likelihood of their occurrence based on past sensorimotor contingencies. However, the system would not stop at that point. This prediction in PM neurons is sent backwards as an inhibitory signal to STS neurons. Because the feedback should be onto neurons representing the previous and current actions represented in PM, it should have two consequences. It would terminate the sensory representation of past actions, which could contribute to what is often termed backward masking in the visual literature [57]. Second, by cancelling representations associated with $x_1$, $x_2$ and $x_3$ with their respective probabilities, it will essentially inhibit those STS neurons that represent the expected sensory consequences of the action that the PM neurons predict to occur. At a more conceptual level, it would inhibit the hypothesis that PM neurons entertain about the next action to be perceived. As the brain then sees and hears what action actually comes next, if this input matches the hypothesis, the sensory consequences of that action would be optimally inhibited, and little information would be sent from STS $\rightarrow$ PM. Because PM neurons (and the posterior parietal neurons [58]) are organized in action chains within the premotor cortex, the representation of action $x_3$ would then trigger activation of those actions that normally follow action $x_2$ during execution, actively generating a whole stream of action representations of PM neurons without the need for any further sensory drive, and these further predictions would keep inhibiting future STS input. If action $x_2$ were to follow action $A$, the inhibition would be weaker and more of the sensory representation of $x_2$ would leak through to PM. This would represent a ‘prediction error’, which will change the pattern of PM activity to better match the input, away from the prior expectations. If action $x_3$ were to follow action $A$, no cancellation would be in place in the STS, and the strongest activity would be sent from STS $\rightarrow$ PM, rerouting PM activity onto a stream of actions that normally follows $x_1$, rather than $x_2$, as initially hypothesized.

At this temporal resolution, during action observation/listening, the pattern of activity across nodes in PM is no longer a simple mirror of what happens in STS, but an actively predicted probability distribution for what the observer should perceive the observed individual to do next. By virtue of Hebbian learning, the entire STS-PM loop becomes a dynamic system that performs predictive coding. When the observed action unfolds entirely as expected, activity in the PM would actually be generated using the sequences of normal motor control rather than by visual input.

(c) Regulating learning and contact points with other models

An important consequence of the feedback inhibition is also that during re-afference, once the system has learned, the execution of an action would trigger inhibitory feedback to STS neurons that will ensure that STS neurons actually limit their input to the PM neurons that caused the action, and Hebbian learning would be self-limiting. If the contingencies change, e.g. a person learns a new skill like playing the piano, PM neurons fail to predict the auditory re-afference, and new learning occurs because new input from STS is sent to PM neurons with the potential for Hebbian learning.

This calculation of prediction errors within the Hebbian learned system creates an important contact point with other models of the mirror neuron system. The predictive coding model of Kilner et al. [50] does not indicate how the brain performs Bayesian predictions within its synapses, but proposes that PM activity represents a Bayesian estimate of future actions, which allows the observer to deduce the motor intentions of the observed individual. This model sees STS $\rightarrow$ PM information flow as a mere updating signal for the Bayesian probabilities of premotor states. Our model arrives at very similar interpretations from a bottom-up perspective. Our Hebbian learning model can thus complement the Bayesian prediction model with a plausible biological bottom-up implementation. In turn, the Bayesian prediction model helps interpret the information processing we describe in the light of what could be called a Bayesian or predictive coding revolution in brain science. Indeed many domains of brain science now stop to consider perception as a hierarchical process in which sensory information is passively sent forward from lower to higher brain regions. Instead, perception is increasingly seen as a more active process, in which the brain makes predictions based on past experience (the equivalent of prior probabilities in Bayesian terms), that are sent from higher to lower brain regions in the hierarchy and are subtracted from the actual sensory input. The sensory input that is sent from lower to higher regions after the subtraction of predictions is then a prediction error that serves to update predictions, rather than directly driving perception. This very general framework has been very successfully used to understand neural activity in the early stages of the visual cortex [59,60] but has also recently been used to conceptualize the mirror neuron system [50] and even mentalizing [61].

Evidence for predictive coding in the mirror neuron system is still rare but starts to emerge. The predictive nature of the PM response is evident from the fact that images of reaching increase the excitability of muscles involved in the most likely following action phase, grasping [62]. The possibility that PM activity can be driven by internal predictions in the absence of explicit visual input comes from the observation that mirror neurons that respond during the execution of grasping respond to the sight of reaching behind an opaque screen [20] and that auditory mirror neurons that respond to the cracking sound of a peanut being shelled start firing ahead of this phase when viewing the hands grasping the peanut [3]. Evidence that predictions from PM $\rightarrow$ STS cancel out predicted actions and thereby silence the STS $\rightarrow$ PM information flow if but only if the actions are predictable, stems from the fact that the predominant direction of information flow is from the PM $\rightarrow$ STS when observing predictable actions, but STS $\rightarrow$ PM when observing the unpredictable beginning of an action [63].

(d) Hebbian learning and joint actions

Humans can act together with surprising temporal precision. Pianists in a duet can synchronize their actions within 30 ms of a leader [64]. Given approximately 200 ms of sensorimotor delays we mentioned above, how is this possible? Should not it take 200 ms for a musician to hear what the leader played and respond to it? One of the powerful implications of a fine-grained analysis of Hebbian learning is that because the synaptic connections are trained by re-afference that includes typical human sensorimotor delays, they train the connections from STS $\rightarrow$ PM to perform predictions into the future with a time-shift that will offset the sensorimotor delays that are encountered when acting with another individual subject to similar delays. This is because it will take
approximately the same time (approx. 200 ms) for your motor programme to activate your STS neurons, as it would take for your motor programme to activate my STS neurons while I am listening/watching you. Hence, Hebbian learning by re-afference trains sensorimotor predictions that permit accurate joint actions despite long sensorimotor delays.

(e) Hebbian learning and projection
An important consequence of the notion that the mirror neuron system is wired up based on re-afference is that the brain associates the internal states that were present when we produced a certain action with the sound and vision of that action. Accordingly, when we witness the actions of others, the pattern of motor activity that would be predictively activated in the witness is not so much a reflection of what happens in the brain of the actor, but rather a projection of what happened in our own brain when we performed such actions. Because humans share approximately 99% of their genes with other humans, and probably over 90% of genes with macaques, assuming that hidden motor states that occurred during our own actions are a decent model for those that happen in the brain of another human or monkey is not unreasonable. It constitutes an informative ‘prior’ that can be updated by contrary evidence if available. However, the more different the observer is from the observed agent, the more the projective nature of mind-reading through the mirror neuron system should become evident.

To test this prediction, we measured brain activity using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in three conditions [65]. Participants performed hand actions (e.g. swirling a wine glass). They saw another human perform similar actions. Finally, they saw an industrial robot perform similar actions. Because mirror neurons were first found in PM [1–4,20] and in the posterior parietal regions [21,58], which control actions, motor aspects of mind-reading were in the limelight. But evidence from a number of sources now suggests that the highest levels of the primary somatosensory cortex are also vicariously activated when we see the actions of others and the secondary somatosensory cortex when we see others be touched [45]. In addition, regions involved in experiencing emotions also become vicariously activated when we witness others experience similar emotions [6,66], including the insula for disgust, pain and pleasure [67–69], the rostral cingulate for pain [68] and the striatum for reward [70].

We still lack single-cell recordings that prove that vicarious somatosensory and emotional activations in fMRI are caused by single cells responding to both the experience and observation of somatosensation and emotions (but see [71]). However, from a Hebbian learning perspective, mirror-like neurons for somatosensation or emotions are not surprising. Whenever something touches our skin, we see our body touched, and we feel the somatosensory stimulation. Unlike in the sensorimotor system, in which the motor activity precedes the visual/auditory re-afference, in the case of feeling touched, both the tactile and visual/auditory signal would be affected by similar latencies relative to the outside event. Spikes from visual/auditory and somatosensory neurons would therefore naturally fall within the narrow temporal windows of Hebbian learning and would reinforce the connection between neurons.
encoding our inner sense of touch in S2 with those encoding what touch looks and sounds like in regions like the STS. When viewing/hearing others be touched these connections might then trigger mirror-like activity in S2 and project our own feeling of touch onto the person we see. Because anticipation in the STS → PM system is owing to differences in latencies between these neurons, which would be small between STS and S2, we would expect the STS-S2 connections to show little predictive coding. If the tactile sensation would result from actions that can be predicted by the STS → PM system, however, such anticipations could be computed.

Similarly, when we explore objects actively with our hand, activity in PM neurons controlling the action would precede activity not only in STS neurons viewing and hearing the action, but also that of neurons in BA2, which encode the haptic sensations experienced during the touch. We would thus expect the emergence of a dynamic system akin to that in figure 1, not only including STS and PM, but also BA2. In this system, Hebbian learning could then also explain how people learn to suppress tactile sensations that are self-caused, to generate the haptic prediction errors so central to motor control [72], and thus why it is impossible to tickle yourself [73].

Finally, for emotions, many neurons would also become Hebbianly connected. If we feel pain, because our bigger sister inadvertently hit us with her toy, we see the toy hit us, we feel the pain, we make a facial expression, cry and our parents will mirror that facial expression. The vision of the hit precedes our pain, which precedes the facial expression and cries we make, which precedes the facial mimicry of our parents. This could, if our theory is correct, lead to a chain of Hebbian associations across the neurons representing these states. When we then later see or hear someone wince in pain, the sound and vision will trigger our matching facial motor programmes, which will in turn activate our inner feelings [74]. If we see someone get hit, we will vicariously recruit our somatosensory and emotional cortices. And all of these vicarious activations would be the result of synaptic plasticity during our own experiences. They will associate observable events with what we had felt and done in these situations. When applying them to others, we would project our states, with all the inevitable egocentric biases this would predict.

6. Overall conclusion

When two decades ago, the mirror neurons were first reported, they generated a vision in which the motor systems play a privileged role in reading the mind of others through embodied cognition [75]. Here, we propose that what we know about spike-timing-dependent synaptic plasticity shapes our modern understanding of Hebbian learning and provides a framework to explain not only how mirror neurons could emerge, but also how they become endowed with predictive properties that would enable quasi-synchronous joint actions. We show that this could create a system that can provide an approximate solution to the inverse problem of inferring hidden states of others from observable changes in the world, but that this solution is a projection plagued by egocentric biases. We also show that mirror neurons are probably a special case of vicarious activations that Hebbian learning and fMRI data suggest to also apply to how we share the emotions and sensations of others.
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